Conventional volume holography for unconventional Airy beam shapes.
Utilizing multiplexed volume holography, a single optical element, enabling to shape structural variants of non-diffracting Airy wavefronts, from one-dimensional Airy mode to unconventional Airy modes such as vortex Airy and quad Airy modes, has been experimentally realized. Here, beam shaped angularly multiplexed volume holographic gratings (AMVHGs) are recorded in PQ: PMMA photopolymer, where five different spatial wavefronts of Airy beams have been sequentially recorded, for simultaneous reconstruction of different Airy modes, by a conventional Gaussian beam. Spatial and spectral mode selective properties of AMVHGs are demonstrated by narrow-band as well as by broadband light source. In addition, through wavelength degeneracy property, the maximum sensitivity wavelength of blue (488 nm) is used for recording in PQ: PMMA, but the AMVHGs are operated at a broad wavelength band of interest, all the way to longer wavelength in near infrared (850 nm). The K-sphere representation is used to explain the spectral properties of AMVHGs.